Toyota to recall 600,000 vehicles in Japan, 1.53 mln globally

By Asser Ntinda

SWAPO Party has put up its A-Team to ensure that the Party wins with a landslide victory in both regional and local authorities’ elections slated for the end of next month.

The Party plans to campaign vigorously in all the 107 constituencies, spreading its message to all eligible voters to ensure a landslide victory. The campaign will be launched by SWAPO Party President, Cde Hifikepunye Pohamba, tomorrow, Saturday, at the Multipurpose Youth Center in Windhoek.

With opposition parties in disarray and no alternatives to offer, the elections will most likely be smooth sailing for SWAPO Party, with its huge credits not only for having brought about Namibia’s independence, but also for passing laws and formulating development policies which have accelerated the country’s economic development since independence in 1990.

SWAPO Party’s top guns have been removed from the reserves to reach out to all potential voters. President Pohamba, Founding President Dr Sam Nujoma, SWAPO Party Vice President, Dr Hage Geingob, Secretary General, Cde Pendukeni Iivula-Ithana, her Deputy Cde Nangolo Mbumba, Prime Minister, Cde Nahas Angula and all the ministers and their deputies will address rallies in all the regions.

While the campaign is expected to be in full swing over the next weeks, SWAPO Party Secretary General, Cde Iivula-Ithana had called on all Party members to adhere to the rules of conducting peaceful election campaigns, adding that “in peace we are able to build.”

Said Cde Iivula-Ithana: “We invite all supporters, sympathizers and rank and file of the SWAPO Party to respond by attending in big numbers to the rally in Windhoek, and to attend all rallies to follow across the length and breadth of the Republic of Namibia. Therefore, I call upon all SWAPO Party members to conduct themselves in a manner worthy of being respectable Party members.

“These are exciting times for the Namibian people in general and for the SWAPO Party in particular. I am saying this because of the anticipation which is felt everywhere about the upcoming regional and local authority elections slated for 26th and 27th November 2010.” She said that SWAPO Party was geared up to start with the campaign and was ready to start in all earnest with the campaign.
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